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What this talk isn’t about:

• A new process model
• Tools
• Changing the investigative culture
Digital Forensics as a Service - May 7, 2014

[Diagram with keywords and processes]

- Collect
- Authenticate
- Examine
- Hypothesise
- Harvest
- Identify
- Classify
- Organise
- Compare
- Reduce

Digital evidence → data to investigate

analyst → digital investigator → detective
The answer is 42.

What was the question?
Time frame

I'm just outside town, so I should be there in fifteen minutes.

Actually, it's looking more like six days.

No, wait, thirty seconds.

The author of the Windows file copy dialog visits some friends.

http://xkcd.com/612/
Research, development and sharing knowledge

Understand

Revealed

Seized
Attribute
Evaluate
Interpret
Reconstruct
Communicate